The Arts/Drama with Kathryn
In Drama we’ve been getting into groups 3
and doing script writing on the laptops.
In week 11 in term one were going to be
performing our little play to friends and
family and maybe a year 5 class
Keeley and Valentina.
English
We learnt how to write stories. We also
learned how to do speech marks and
narratives. We learned new words. W12
also learned narrative forms and planning
a story. Our class can now write a
narrative without help.
Thai and Saad
Growth Mindset
We learnt new words and our learning
zones. We also wrote a survey. We
learned that if you struggle you are in the
learning pit. Our class learnt how you can
change Growth Mindset to work our ways
through challenges. We learnt about
neurons and how they connect to our
brains to learn new things.
Nadia and Fatima

Electives
In Denise’s class we went into the
forest and drew as many trees as we
wanted. Then we went inside and drew a
spooky house and then colour it in with
charcoal and laminated them
In Beata’s class we made paper
rocketships. Once we finished them we
went outside and flew them. We also
talked about blackholes that you go in
and you cant really get out.
Jye and Indi
Road Crossing Training
In Road Crossing training we learned
that if we don’t be careful with the sign
we could hurt ourselves or the
pedestrians. We learnt that we have to
ignore the people that talk to us while
we are doing the job. When we are
holding the sign we have to hold it still
between our feet and don’t turn it
around or the people looking at the sign
will get confused because they don’t
know if it is a stop or go sign
Alicia and Jiyhung

Choir
In choir we learn lots of amazing songs. For example Live Louder,
Mouse World, Migaloo, Sea of Flags and lots more. When we go to
choir on Thursday afternoons our choir teacher is David Jackson. At
the end of the year we get to perform at the Entertainment Centre
for the Festival of Music. In choir we have two groups called the
sopranos and the altos.
Charlie and Chelsea
Digital technology
On Monday our class started doing clay or lego animations. We started
our plan, story, characters, background and photography. It has to no
longer than one minute and no less than 15 seconds. To do 15 seconds it
takes about 150 photos.
Christina

Health and PE
We have been learning about how to play
tennis and use our skills for tennis. We
started playing hockey and how to dribble
the ball properly and shooting it in the pit.
We practiced running and the beep test.
We played bobkick and hockey
championships.
Danovic and Armand
History
We’ve been learning about the convicts
and how the punishment of England was in
the 1800’s. They got death sentences,
transportation and going to jail. Then we
also learnt about a penal colony. We also
researched who were the first people in
Australia. We also learnt that the first
Australians are Aboriginal.
Rehan and Aadi
Japanese
This year in Japanese we have a new
teacher called Lucas. What we did so far
is make calligraphy, play Japanese games,
write sentences, make traditional gardens
and words for garden and Japanese
tongue twisters. But that’s not all, we
also did a master test.
Omar

Maths
This year we have been doing some
math strategies. We have been
doing chunking, Bridge through 10,
rounding and rainbow facts. We also
did some subtraction strategies like
Bridge back through to 10 and
chunking for subtraction.
We also did 24 hour time addition
and subtraction.
Alex

Harmony Day
Harmony Day is celebrated by
people who came from different
cultures and religions. On Harmony
Day we wore orange clothes and
made friends with others. On
Harmony Day people never bully
each but make friends with each
other.
Hieu and Srivatsa

Anti-bullying Day
Anti-bulliying day was celebrated on the 17th of March to prevent bullying
happening at schools. Our class learnt that even if you say sorry to
someone you bullied their heart is still broken. We answered questions
about bullying for example: Why do people bully? What to do if you are a
bully? What to do if you see someone get bullied, Types of bullying and the
Effects of bullying. We passed the questions around the groups to write
down our ideas.
Aleece and Sibin
Science
We have been learning about Behavioural, Structural and Physiological
adaptations and doing research on animals and plants of our choice.
Hung-Yu
Design and technologies incorporating STEM
We had to do the kits that Amy got and they had sounds on them. We
made them with cords and wires.
Antony

